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the majority of delamination observed is in the z-axis
direction. the parts that appear to show the greatest
degree of delamination are abs based, with holes and

shelves. this delamination may be caused in part by the
infill percentage, and the resulting stress on the parts.

poor delamination is also observed for some parts based
on pla (weight-based parts), where there is insufficient
infill. in order to stop or mitigate this delamination, infill
percentages greater than 85% were used to test one of
the weight-based pla parts - the part failed within the
first 10 cm of the printed length of the part. 6) cura is
doing this stuff but it doesn't like your model, but you
want to see what is happening with the stl so you go

into vs express for a moment and just in the stl
previewer and you look at what is happening and notice
in the low level view in vs that you can see your lines,

that means that if you just left it to do whatever it
wanted and did a render or print you would see the

0.4mm lines and 0.8mm walls. but instead your viewer
isn't showing any of that. i mean what do you think that

means? 7) cura is actually "solving" the issue for you
but we need the info you provide us. the first thing we
do is try to see if that's the way you want your print
turned out. cura is asking how wide do you want the

walls and how wide do you want the center part to be
open because it will use that information to do the wall
building. but if you just tell it to have walls that are like
1/2x 1/2 the walls, if you tell it to have no center part
open, you are asking it to do things that will confuse

cura so it does not know what to do. so you are actually
telling it that you don't want any walls to the left and
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right side of the center part to be open and if it does it
will do it wrong. then you tell it to make the part open it
will make it the center section open and one pass later it
will do the thin lines around the outside of the wall and

that will build it. it does not want to do it all at once as it
doesn't want to build thin lines along the middle of your

part. it is actually a single layer model that has walls
and it does that single layer model first.
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to add the aws service provider in simplify 3d: open simplify 3d
right click on the "simplify 3d store" icon in the tray bar. select

"addons" from the context menu. select the addons link under aws
for windows peter the photographer lives in bergen. his talent is

soldered with his passion for photography and street photography.
he has made more than 4000 images. besides the normal

photographs, he has a special interest in extreme photography. the
most recent works are from the fukushima disaster. this experience
has given him a new inspiration. peter loves gadgets and devices.

he has a darkroom in his apartment and and a place for
photography in the garage. he thinks that his custom cameras are

the perfect expression of the places he visits and the places he
visits. check out a new version of the power analysis tool: simpro

3d power analyzer 2.0.0 has been released. this is a major upgrade
from the last version in that it's power analysis of an entire printer,
not just a single print. it also has a new "print testing" feature that
prints a very small test pattern using a different material to detect
key parameters, such as over-current and fan power. it's free and
open source, and i'd love to get feedback on any issues you find

with it. previously it was only available as a developer version, and
the print-testing feature wasn't released. simplify 3d for amazon

web services for windows now has a new network driver. this new
network driver enables simplify 3d to access windows accounts and
users when the aws.amazon.com service provider is enabled on the

network. 5ec8ef588b
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